
Add the word accidentally to these sentences.

I                              knocked the vase over.

The cars                              collided.

Be careful not to                             leave it open. 

Trace the word accidentally. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word accidentally. 

 
 

Which word class does the word 

accidentally belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
accidentally inside the hands.

Finish off the word accidentally.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: accidentally 1

accidentally

acci                                   entally

                       ly a                         

Which of these words means the same as accidentally?

unintentionally      strangely 

purposefully      clumsily

Write your own sentence containing the word accidentally.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word accidentally.

acidentally         accidentaly        acidently

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

accidentally

accidentally

____________
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: actually 2

Add the word actually to these sentences.

 
The show                   started on time!

“I never                   met the Queen,” said Fred.

Have you ever                   seen an alien?

Broccoli is                   my favourite vegetable.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word actually. 

 
 

Write the syllables of the word  
actually inside the hands.

Finish off the word actually.

 
Now write the full word.

act                                              ally

                        y a                          

________

Which of these words means the same as actually?

finally    totally    really   possibly 

Write your own sentence containing the word actually.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word actually.

actully          actualy         acshually

Trace the word actually. 
 

Which word class does the word 

actually belong to?

actually

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

actually

actually
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: different 3

Add the word different to these sentences.

 
I tried on a                       dress.

“Have you tried a                       book?” asked Lisa.

Everyone has                       opinions.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word different. 

 
 

Write the syllables of the word  
different inside the hands.

Finish off the word different.

 
Now write the full word.

diff                                                    rent

                      t d                          

Which of these words means the same as different?

unique     exact      difficult       small

Write your own sentence containing the word different.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word different.

diferrent        diffrent        diffrunt

Trace the word different. 
 

Which word class does the word 

different belong to?

different

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

different

different

_________
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: forwards 4

Add the word forwards to these sentences.

Walk                       until you see a door.

The dog leaned                       and sniffed my hand.

The sea flowed backwards 

and                        on the sand.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word forwards. 

 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
forwards inside the hands.

Finish off the word forwards.

 
Now write the full word.

for                                                                                                                                                   ards

                      s f                        

Which of these words means the same as forwards?

fewer     quarter     behind     ahead

Write your own sentence containing the word forwards.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word forwards.

forwuds         fourwords        foorwards

Trace the word forwards. 
 

Which word class does the word 

forwards belong to?

forwards

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

forwards

forwards

________
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: occasion 5

Add the word occasion to these sentences.

 

Birthdays are an important                      .

“What’s the special                      ?” asked Rita.

On more than one                       it has rained 

when we were on holiday.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word occasion. 

 
 

Write the syllables of the word  
occasion inside the hands.

Finish off the word occasion.

 
Now write the full word.

occa                                      sion

                       n o                            

Which of these words means the same as occasion?

 holiday    event    sometimes    perhaps

Write your own sentence containing the word occasion.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word occasion.

ocasion      occashun      occation

Trace the word occasion. 
 

Which word class does the 
word occasion belong to?

occasion

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

occasion

occasion

________
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